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CLUB SPONSORS
Taylor’s Mistake Surf Lifesaving Club gratefully acknowledges the support of the following invaluable
sponsors for the 2015 / 2016 season. Without their assistance our club could not have carried out its
functions nor attempt to achieve high standards in its endeavours.

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE APPEAL TRUST

NZ Lotteries Grant Board

Southern Trust

Christchurch City Council

Canterbury Community Trust

Pub Charity

DHL

BP

Placemakers Cranford Street

Youthtown Trust

Contributors to the TMSLSC Trust
Taylor’s Mistake Rescue Trust
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The 2015/16 season plan was plain and simple: We would have the insurance
process knocked over, the centenary would go well, we would provide a
world class patrol and keep the public safe on our watch, and the
competition team would win many national titles.
“Over the Hill for 100 years” was the title of the Centenary book and theme
for the Centenary celebration during Waitangi Weekend.
We are so fortunate to have had Paul Carpinter complete so much research
and preparation, co‐author our Centenary book, and form a major part of the
organising committee. I really would also like to acknowledge the committee
of Coleen Neilson (administration and registration), Lydia Stodard (event management, including the gala dinner), Brie
Thomas (art work and event marketing). Obviously, there would have been no event without tight control on the
budget; so a big thank you to Jim, and also to the master of ceremonies for the gala dinner, Dougal.
The weekend was a true celebration of the people who have made the club what it is.
From a beach safety arena we won the Southern Region BP Rescue of the
Month awards for November, December, January and February. A special
acknowledgement must be made of the team involved in the mass rescue on
the 27th February. They performed to a very high professional level and really
did prevent drownings. We are very lucky to have such highly qualified and
motivated people protecting our beach.
We had hoped to be in a position to have completed our full scope of repair
and achieved settlement with the insurance company. A very special thanks
to the work of Graeme Marshall and his company SIDERA Consulting, for
managing this process and completing our scope of work, in conjunction with Ben Phillips and Powell Fenwick
Engineers. As I write this, Garry Suckling of Suckling, Stringer Quantity Surveyors, has completed pricing to repair the
building. We are now in the final stages of presenting our full proposal to the Loss Adjuster. Once we have completed
this and achieved settlement with the insurance company, we can move to the next steps in the reinstatement/rebuild
of our facility with the support of the design team of David Hill, Malcolm McClurg and Brie Thomas.
The competition season was once again led by the Ocean Athletes team, with special mention of a repeat gold for Zac
Goldsmith in the beach flags, and for Will Jamieson, backing up from last season by winning the Board race again. The
balance of the junior team also made many finals, and were very unlucky to have missed medals in many events.
Liam and Fred continue to be the fastest double ski off the beach, but were beaten for gold on the line again. Let’s hope
they can take this out in the local conditions at next year’s Nationals. Ben Phillips showed his triathlon training has paid
off by taking the silver in the 2km beach run.
This year the pressure was really on for us to achieve the required funding to keep the club running. I would like to
thank Tisha who single‐handedly managed our charity funding applications, and to acknowledge the following charities
for their support of the club. NZ Lotteries Grant Board, Christchurch City Council, Canterbury Community Trust, Pub
Charity, Southern Trust, First Sovereign Trust, Air Rescue Trust and DHL. The invaluable Jim Turpin continues as always
as our highly efficient Treasurer and Guardian of the Bay. Dave Bradley and Jim Turpin are Trustees of our Rescue Trust.
As an organisation we are so lucky to have a committee led by Tisha, that once again has met all the commitments for
the efficient running of the club during the season. We have a very committed bunch of very hard workers who deliver
for the club that is all about the people that make the Bay so proud. To all those who have contributed to the success of
our season, I thank you.
We have a committed bunch of very hard workers who make us proud to be such an intrinsic part of the Bay.
Ken Jones
Club President
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CLUB CAPTAINS REPORT
Year of the Centenary, Waitangi Weekend, 2016 and what a
weekend. Old friends, new friends and family that is what our club
is all about. It was an awesome weekend and I personally didn’t
want it to end. Seeing people that you hadn’t seen for at least 20
plus years and slotting straight back into the place you were when
lying on the beach doing patrol behind the wind break that we
could hardly see out of‐classic. Thanks to everyone who attended
and those from far away brilliant that you came to celebrate with
us all. The people who were unable to attend, I am sure you have
already heard many stories of the weekend’s events. The informal
catch up at Clink on Friday night was a highlight for me walking in
and seeing faces that hadn’t changed that much from 25 years ago.
Laughter and memories abound. The K Day events and people from near and far competing, member’s children and
grandchildren in the competition. The master’s races were brilliant, well represented and there was a great range of
ages participating. Seeing past member’s and their children teaming up with current members to make up the
competitive teams was also a highlight for me. Dinner on Saturday night brilliant again and despite being nervous about
having to get up on stage with Dougal as the compere he made it very easy. Great food, entertainment and again
friends and family made this night extra special. The kids day and then the R&R Demonstration (Rescue and
Resuscitation) was classic. With the old lightning bolt togs coming out and watching everyone miraculously squeeze
into these, the numbers draw bag being produced and seeing everyone automatically be able to perform their selected
position with not have done this for many years was awesome. I did make a brief appearance in the foxhole and
politely left the very experienced members to remain for the long haul. Well done to all of you I hope you enjoyed.
Thanks to the amazing team that made this event very special. The work behind the scene to carry something like this
off is huge. I would like to acknowledge‐Jim Turpin, Ken Jones, Paul Carpinter, Lydia Stoddard, Brie Thomas, Colleen
Neilson, Dougal Holmes, Greg McClurg and the many others who I apologies for not mentioning. The waitering staff on
the night made up of junior surf and some senior members plus their parents. As I have said there are several others
that helped whom I have missed and to do this I would fill my whole report. I hope everyone enjoyed the weekend as
much as I did.
The rebuild committee is still battling their way through legal issues
and we will hopefully be making head way with this in the coming
season. Again as I mentioned in my report last year the expected
cost of this repair/rebuild will far exceed expected revenue in so if
there is anyone out there that you think can assist us then please
talk to them about this and direct them to the rebuild group.
Thanks as always to the many people who are there when needed
to do the hard work of working bees, organising of nationals trips,
IRB oversight and functioning in this area, repairing of gear, first aid
supplies and stocking, building maintenance, uniform supplies and
stocks, patrolling, organising of our social events.
As I have previously said in prior reports we can’t run this club without you guys so thanks for all your help everyone, it
makes us a fantastic club.
The Patrolling this year has seen the same system continue that was introduced a few years ago now. We are hoping to
have the patrol roster out earlier in this coming season and this is currently being worked on. Any suggestions or
comments please pass them along to either Mike Smith or myself. Thanks to Mike for his effort in the patrolling side of
the club, co‐ordinating this and overseeing it. Without you doing this it would be someone else’s nightmare‐probably
mine so again thanks.
We always want more people involved at committee level and this is a brilliant time over the slower winter months to
become involved or even come to a committee meeting and see if you have the energy, time and enthusiasm to be part
of this team.
Thanks to all the patrollers for your huge effort over this season. Taylors Mistake Beach has been patrolled to an
extremely high standard this season, which has been reflected in the rescue statics with very low rescues and very high
preventative measures. This means we are doing our job properly, by informing public of dangers and having the
foresight to intervene before needing to rescue people. The rescues we did have were completed to a very high
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standard and at times these were very challenging with multiple
services being involved. This was also, at times, with patrollers who
haven’t been patrolling for lengthy periods of time. Some of the
rescues that we had have also been acknowledged by SLSNZ within the
Southern Region, Rescues of the Month. This has being award to
Taylors Mistake four times over the season. We have been awarded the
following Rescues of the month: ‐ Winter/November, December,
January and February. 4 in total, taking out all bar one of the rescues of
the month for the Southern Region over the patrolling period
December‐March.
More information on these can be found on the SLSNZ website‐2015‐
2016 BP Rescue of the Month.
To the patrol captains, vice patrol‐captains, IRB drivers and crewpersons, patrollers and rookies, cheers for your time
and effort to keep Taylors Mistake Beach safe and welcoming for the public and other clubbies. Well done to all the
patrol team for your consistent attendance and the many hours of volunteering you put in to keep this wonderful
service available for the public. Always great to see the red and yellow of the uniforms on the beach overseeing and
mentoring younger members and the dedication to the beach goers no matter what the situation brings up, you guys
handle your selves with dignity and respect for others at all times.
The professional manner, safety level, fun environment, approachable manner and many learning opportunities you
proved and maintain are amazing, well done everyone.
We welcome fewer numbers of new patrollers this year than previous years. Welcome to you all and we hope you have
enjoyed this season and will be returning to enjoy the beach and patrol again next season. I won’t list all your names as
they can be found in this Annual Report in other sections.
Thanks again to Craig for his time in training these new lifeguards. This takes numerous hours (I know) and the
continued effort you put into this area along with other areas of the club is outstanding. I am sure Craig would like
some help with this role, so again anyone who wants to step up and help with this sort of thing over the winter is the
time to approach various people. Many of our new patrollers are coming through from junior surf, which is a credit to
this area of the club. That we are retaining these young people, not always in the role of competitors, but for our core
business, patrolling of the beach. With many younger patrollers they look to the seniors for mentoring and
encouragement within the club. Thanks to the senior members on the patrol teams for taking on this role either
willingly or without even realising you have assisted these young people in their journey. It is great to see members
from the same family on patrol together making this even more of the family orientated club we are so proud of. I hope
you have all had a good experience this season and that we will see you all on the pavilion with your red and yellows on
again next season 2016‐2017.
The rookie programme this season was taken on by Kate Jamieson with
oversight from myself. The 13 rookies were all very enthusiastic and
took on this role with pride and gusto. This will mean that we should
have all these guys sitting their Life Guard award this coming season
and becoming members of patrol teams. Well done to all of you for
taking on this role and I wish you well in your journey in surf lifesaving
and with your lifeguard award in November. We hope to see a majority
of you in your red and yellow uniforms making up the patrol numbers at
the beginning of the season and the remainder as the season progress
dependant on when your birthday is‐having to be 14 years old to sit the
award. Thanks Kate for the job you have done with these guys. The
feedback we have received is that you took on this role and managed it extremely well. Younger people appear to
respond better with mentors of a similar age that they can look up to and set their sights on the goals they see you
achieving, rather than old fogies’ like myself trying to motivate them. I hope you consider taking on this role again this
coming season.
Again I would like to acknowledge and thank all the patrol members for their volunteer hours over this season. As
volunteers I know that life commitments get somewhat neglected by you giving of your time and the club is grateful to
all of you for this effort in providing this service.
Seniors‐it was great to see many of you at the training sessions run by Graeme Marshall and set by Leigh Barker. Thanks
Graeme for making the time and taking these athletes. The sessions you ran looked like fun with something different
happening most weeks to liven it up a bit. Seniors you are a credit to the club and without your leadership, time and
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commitment the new crew coming through would be left floundering. The younger juniors who will soon be entering
this realm of “elite athletes” watch you and look up to you with aspirations of ending up being like you and competing
to the high level that you all do. It is great to see the camaraderie and team spirit amongst you all. The high level of
competition and the way you conducted yourselves at events is a credit to the club. The commitment of your time to
patrols, training, club events and attending competitions that you all give is an indication of the dedication you have to
Taylors Mistake Surf Club and SLSNZ in general. The Senior Sand Nationals this season were not our best season but
these things happen. With the new members coming through into this area and the nationals being at New Brighton
this year, I am sure will change it up for the club. Thanks to you all and let’s carry on this devotion.
IRB‐the inner fumed sanctum of the club. You guys are legends in your own
right. Thanks Dougal and Anthony for all your effort in this area especially
the training of new drivers and crewpersons. Also Patrice in his
development within this area due to these guys oversight, Patrice is making
his way in the IRB arena as a skilled driver and soon to be instructor.
Anthony has his sights set on becoming an examiner for SLSNZ‐good luck
with this. James thanks as always, behind the scenes and keeping things
ticking over. Awesome effort you guys. Oh and let’s not forget the master
of them all (so he thinks)‐Rob‐your personality and wit you are a constant
source of laughter and team building for not only the IRB guys‐who know you so well‐ but the whole club in general.
You guys, all IRB persons, are amazing and also extremely brave (or stupid) and skilled not sure which one‐I have said
this before but will say it again. I watch what you do in the surf when you are competing and also when on patrol and
conducting rescues, amazing and ouch. I can’t quite believe sometimes what I see and hold my breathe often in
anticipation of what could happen and you make it look so effortless and arrive back to the beach most times safe and
ready to do it all over again. Maybe a few turtle along the way. It is great to see so many of the younger guys gaining
their crewpersons award and also drivers. The mix of female and male in this area is now about even and is brilliant that
this is occurring.
The IRB Nationals again saw a small team head to Tauranga‐ Papamoa Beach to compete. Again we had a few younger
members (Ben, Taylor and Thomas). This team is going to go along way. Ben is a very skilled driver and I am sure from
watching him, doesn’t know how to go slowly. Taylor and Tom work alongside Ben as a well‐oiled racing machine‐well
done guys and watch this space. There were unfortunately for me, some injuries while this team was away and I have
been told, “What goes on tour stays on tour”. Thanks to Cam Graham for again managing this bunch of motor heads
and getting them all back to CHCH in mostly one piece. Thanks to all you guys in the IRB area for your enthusiasm and
energy. I hope it continues to grow as it has been over this season and that we see some female crews of younger
members coming through to try and keep up the speed of the guys.
Juniors‐not much I can say apart from‐bloody brilliant. Thanks as always to the crew of loyal and dedicated parents that
support this area of the club and their children. Bringing them along to: ‐ trainings, events, activities, the many working
bees you attend, the transport of gear and children to carnivals, the maintenance of that family club atmosphere,
cheers. A special thanks to all of the juniors themselves. The way you conduct yourselves, the dedication you have to
training and competing and the way you are such fantastic promoters for Taylors make us a very special club that is
beginning to be well known at a national level. Another successful year for us with juniors achieving recognition at the
Southerns and Canterbury Champs with many medals for all who competed and also Oceans 2016 (the national event
for juniors) held annually in Mt Maunganui where we made many semis and finals. Missing out on medals with many
coming in 4th positions‐such a horrible spot to end up in but remember that is 4th in NZ. We did achieve another 2 x
gold’s, and a silver‐well done Zach and Will. You guys you so deserved these after all your hard work, we are all very
proud of you. Our stats for the last 3 season at this event is that we have achieved 5 gold’s within this time. 3 medals in
total this year and 16th club overall is nothing to be laughed about. We look forward to next season and hope our
success at this event continues.
Watching this area continue to develop and the move into the senior area is a
credit to all those involved. It is a privilege to be involved in with the junior area
of the club, as much as our family is. This is, as many of you know, a real passion
for Craig and myself. Thanks to Craig, Stuart and Leigh Barker this year for the
coaching and guidance to the top end athletes and also to the many others
involved in the hands on for the Sunday sessions where it all begins. Ian your
safety briefings, Ros the sausages, the fund raising group of Bridget, Yvonne and
Angela‐thanks. All the parents that don the green rash vests, sometimes there
seems to be more of you than we need, great job, we do look like a force to be
reckoned with at the Sunday sessions stretching over most of the beach.
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The younger lifeguards that come along and assisted‐Kate, Georgia x 2, Marit, Sinead, Ella, Danny, Katie and the many
others‐cheers. We are very lucky to have you all participating and making this club such a great one to be involved in.
Bring on next season and more exciting times and successful times.
As I usually do I would like to acknowledge the many people behind the scenes that make a club like ours continue to
move forward and be successful. The hard work and dedication you put in is at times invisible but I know this makes a
huge difference to everyone.
I would like to again thank all the members, either social or active, for the
time you give and the energy and life you all put into this club. Taylors
Mistake is a fantastic club because of you all. The public who use our
beach and the wider community are very lucky to have you all involved.
I would like to thank the committee members and acknowledge the time
you all put into your roles, it is incredible. We have recently been lucky to
have Lydia O’Loughlin take on the administration role that was left vacant
this season and that I struggles my way through amongst many other
things. We welcome Lydia into this role and look forward to working with
her this coming season and I hope future seasons.
Jim Turpin for his role as treasurer, you are a legend and always available for a phone call and able to give advice. Your
ongoing management of the club funds is at times, I am sure, a mission but you do it so well and we are always grateful
and appreciative of this, everyone‐thanks. Ken for your ongoing support and running of the club in the role of president‐
thank you. Your dedication to getting the centenary ceremonies in order and seeing them through in the foxhole to the
bitter end‐a legend. Malcolm for your knowledge and support within the club always there in the background with
ideas and suggestions‐cheers. Mike for your ongoing support of the patrolling side‐ again awesome effort. Michael
Hartwell for the maintenance of the building and also for being there on short notice to sort out things not always
related to building but general maintenance overall‐huge thanks. Sioban for your well‐oiled running of the uniform
section of the club‐thanks you so much. Craig for your ongoing maintenance of equipment, mainly boards, and the time
you put into this and the general oversight of all that this entails‐brilliant work.
Thanks to all the coaches and this year Leigh for your oversight into this
particular area of the club‐cheers. The rest of you and the instructing
across all the areas of the club, Fraser, Craig, Stu, James & Ants, Dougal,
Graeme and Viv for the assistance with some of the junior and senior
athletes. All of you give your time freely, the numerous hours that you
are at the beach and doing things behind the scenes is overwhelming
and makes this club a huge success even if this isn’t necessarily seen in
competition results. Thanks you guys you are awesome.
Thanks to Gums, Greg McClurg, who for many years, has transported the equipment to
nationals which he did again this year. Paul Carpinter, for being on board and
continuing to maintain the website and all the photos onto this area. Also his work
behind the scenes getting the centenary book and archives arranged. This was a huge
task and will be amazing to have in place for future member and generations.
Thanks to you all for allowing me to be the Club Captain of this amazing surf club. It is
a pleasure working alongside you all in this role and I hope I do it justice. Apologies if I
have missed anyone in this report, you all as members and supports are much
appreciated. Again a huge thanks to everyone.
Bring on summer for this coming season, 2016‐2017. I am sure there will be many
challenges ahead. I hope the club plans for a rebuild or repair, not sure what yet, come to fruition. So again another
successful and rewarding season for our club‐Taylors Mistake. See you all on the beach over the winter season and
soon enough it will be training again at Scarborough Park‐Boot camp and we will begin all over again.
Cheers
Tisha Bradley‐Jamieson
Club Captain.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES – TMSLSC TRUST
We are pleased to report our Capital Fund at 31/3/16 stands at $675,476 which is an increase of $25,707 from last year.
We continue to be extremely grateful to all those good people who have and will support our Trust, including those
with $71,400 still on deposit.
The voluntary Life Guarding provided by the Club is a valuable public service
as attested to elsewhere in this Annual Report and the Trust is pleased to
assist in this.
We were able to contribute $28,625 from income to assist the Clubs
operations last year, bringing the total since we set up thirteen years ago to
$267,040.
The complimentary Taylor’s Mistake Rescue Trust was unable to make a
grant to the Club for specific activities this year (last year $24,500) as overall
investment returns and the need to protect capital didn’t allow it. The
inflation adjusted capital base is $565,000 and is still intact.
Both Trusts continue to face challenging investment/interest markets.
The benefactor of the Rescue Trust who for many years had insisted on remaining anonymous agreed after much
pushing to allow us to name him in our 100 Year History and those of you have read it will now know it’s John Powell.
John gained his surf award in 1963 and was a more than competent swimmer, canoe and boat paddler and competed in
R&R events. His developing career and business interests saw his active Club involvement limited to 3 seasons but he
never forgot what our Club was all about and when the need arose, as he was able to, he stepped up.
We and future generations will remain gratefully indebted John.
We also recorded Bev Brewards extraordinary contribution to the Trust in our History and we and future generations
will too remain gratefully indebted to her.
As you will read elsewhere in the full Annual Report, the cost of EQ restoration beyond insurance proceeds is likely to be
considerable and the Trust will no doubt have a part to play in this.
The challenge to find new funds to assist with this restoration then and to continue to “inflation proof” the Trusts base
fund will require considerable effort this coming year.
So if you have family, friends or work associates who may be sympathetic to our cause and would like to support it,
please contact
Jim

Ph 342‐9380 or Dave Ph 326‐6382 to see how we can move on it.

David Bradley

Jim Turpin

LIFESAVING PATROL REPORT
Well, another big year for the lifeguards, with a lot of fun times along with challenges and trying times.
Firstly, a big thank you to all Lifeguards and Patrol Support members for the fantastic effort put in over the season. As
always, you do Taylor’s proud. While I haven’t been at the beach as much, I have certainly had a lot of contact with /
about the patrols through leading the Patrol Inspection process, along with Patrol Captain training. I have constantly
had excellent feedback from people not associated with the club on how good the patrolling has been. Stand up and be
proud.
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The funniest comment would have to be around a patrol inspection undertaken late in the season – the Inspector, upon
asking for CPR, was presented with probably the fasted, most cohesive (and loud), yet comically accurate display. Stand
Sarah and Whitney – Hannah commented (I was PC) that in all her time has she never seen such a funny, yet technically
accurate display. (It was really funny to watch I must say).
We started the season with a hiss and a roar – at a Patrol Captains workshop at the club with Fraser coming in and
announcing that we had a person that had fallen down the cliff face near Black Point. Now we all know how funny
Fraser can be – nothing like throwing a scenario hand grenade into a training session, yet on this occasion he was on the
ball. Queue multi agency call outs, Fire, Police, St Johns, Surf and Westpac. Excellent work to the team. But wait –
there’s more – another one similar later that day. Again, excellent response from the team that assisted with the
second call. That set the pace for the season.
Taylor’s can be proud in having the four nominations for Rescue of the Month. These were all displays of excellent skills
and judgement by our members (not quite so sure on Will’s little trek into the media – some comments will always
come back and haunt us!).
Looking at the year – here are some patrol statistics that show our never‐ending commitment.

Number of Patrols

2010 / 11

2011 / 12

2012 / 13

2013 / 14

2014 / 15

2015 / 16

28

33

33

31

33

35

Active Lifeguards

67

55

54

48

71

65

Lifeguards Refreshed

74

50

43

43

53

60

IRB Refreshed

22

19

15

15

17

14

1247

1285

1430

1135

1601

1460

11

26

13

Total hours worked
New Lifeguards
Number of Rescues

33

4

53

3

5

9

1123

473

1851

654

594

488

First Aid service

21

3

18

10

16

10

Searches

4

1

4

2

1

1

3

3

Preventative Actions

Call‐outs

This coming season will see us facing new challenges with the Clubhouse being now closed with engineers report stating
that the building is now dangerous. We will be doing a lot of work between now and the start of the new season to get
a suitable facility for everyone to work out of – but it will have its own challenges.
To assist the club in preparing for next season can I please have all lifeguards make contact to confirm their
availability? The season will require more proactive time on the beach, and we have a minimum number of
lifeguards and skill sets that we will have to deliver. Contact me on : patrols@taylorsmistake.com
I trust that everyone is having a rest – sorry to those that traded their (surf)skis for (snow)skis – seems that winter has
passed us by (knowing that will now put the curse on the weather and snow will fall!
Look forward to seeing everyone on the beach again next season
Mike Smith
Patrol Operations Manager
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COACHING & COMPETITION REPORT
No Report Received

NATIONALS 2015 ‐ GISBORNE
No Report Received

JUNIOR SURF REPORT
Well, as per previous seasons we started training on the Sumner side of the hill until the weather improved and all the
crew were fit and ready to take on the surf. Of note was how cold the sea was until January; wetsuits were order of the
day to enable us to stay in the water.
Leigh Barker, coaching coordinator, bringing his planned sessions, coloured fitness
calendars and military precision drilling from the beach, joined us. Initially the team
groaned at the intensity however as they developed their board skills they started to
grimace less.
Our biggest training day is Sunday with a range of kids and adults learning beach skills,
surf knowledge, fitness, conquering surf craft and making new friends. The keen
athletes also attending the various weekday sessions for more targeted event
training.
One of the pleasing bonuses is having a group of previous juniors return to help with the kids, in their roles as junior
lifeguards. Without their help we would not be safely able to manage as many people in the water every Sunday.
The other important group are the green shirted parents, generally stuck in the surf break as the endless line of beanie
wearing nippers swarm around them.
The session is always ended with hot sausages and banter, the other reward is the raising of much needed funds to help
keep the nippers in new equipment.
Big thanks to Tisha, Chris, Ian, Patrice, Stuart, Tirina, Roz, Helen, Neil, Kerry, Paul, Yvonne, Bridget, and many others who
rally around at events, making sure the kids are fed and watered. They help out by fund raising, supporting coaches and
the kids.
We were well represented at the various local Carnivals, Canterbury’s, Southerns and National’s. Watch these kids in
years to come, all doing very well at the beach events. Bonita, Tate, Tessa, Callum, Aaron, Tim, Sam, Brieanna, Ben (x3),
William, Lucy, Mitchell, Macka, Megan, Eliza, Brooke, Grace, Belize, Fabriana and Zach.
Canterbury Champs 4th
Southern Regional Champs 5th
Ocean’s 16th
Craig Jamieson
Junior Surf
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POWERED SURFCRAFT REPORT
The 15/16 season began with a large group of eager members learning to become IRB crew and Drivers. This was
pleasing to see as over the past few year’s numbers of members wanting to qualify for these awards had waned. Long
may the numbers continue to increase and with the backing of members willing to instruct the ability to take on the
increasing training can easily be accommodated. A big thank you has to go the Dougal and Patrice in regards to the time
they put in with the instructing both in the, in water and out of water requirements. Also a mention to those club
members that were learning and then taking on more advanced roles in the lessons as their experience increased. This
was evident at exam time when it was pointed out all the Taylors candidates showed skill and experience beyond the
norm.
Increased numbers of members with Crew and Drivers awards helped with
patrolling logistics, in that it made swapping patrols with other members
easier. With increased numbers of |Drivers and Crew in patrols it also
helped spread the responsibility and not having to rely on just a select few
at patrol.
With no Regional program of competition, IRB had to rely on itself for
sharpening its skills for major competition. New to the scene were the
under 21 Team of Ben Graham and Taylor Cook. With guidance and
competition from some of the older more experienced crews they became
a well drilled team whom put on a fantastic showing at Nationals this year
that they and the club should be proud of.
And what with many years of racing ahead of them they will very quickly become a force to be reckoned with. Several
injuries during the Nationals window forced an early exit for Craig Jamieson and Anthony Nunnick but James Craib and
Rob Lambie along with Sarah Cook and Katie Rossiter continued representing Taylors for the rest of the competition.
Although results were not forthcoming this season, everyone involve put in their best effort for the club. Thanks to our
manager Cam Graham and the newly appointed Jack of all trades Richard Harcourt for their on the sand support to help
the competitors do what they needed to do. A special thank you to Thomas Harcourt for being the super patient and
leading by example along with some of our competitors being patients this year and finally Will fisher who can slot into
any roll on or off the beach when called upon at a moment’s notice.
Anthony Nunnick
IRB Crew Chief

JUNIOR SURF NATIONALS “OCEANS 16”
Back to the Mount for another challenging year competing against some very strong North island clubs. Taylors Mistake
represented by an experienced crew, Zach G, Macka E, Ben B, Tim B, Finn D, Megan R, Lucy S, Lachie M, Mitchell C, Brie
C, Ben C, & William J.
Once again we were housed down in Papamoa, this gives the team some time to focus on the way and unwind
afterwards during the 30‐minute travel.
We had a very successful Ocean’s, nearly the whole team making semi‐finals, a great number making finals and two
boys picking up medals.
Zach Goldsmith opened the medal tally, day one, with a repeat of two years ago, “Gold” in the U13 beach flags. Then
onto ”Silver” in the U13 beach sprints.
William Jamieson made every water based final, winning for the second year running the “board race”, so “Gold” for
Will.
So for some comment on the individual performances.
Of note all the team surprised themselves and the adult support crew, with their 100% efforts.
We had two U14 board relay teams, Lochie, Ben & Finn made it to the semi‐final with an amazing team paddle, all three
boys having their best ever paddle. Zach, Macka & Mitch stormed into the final only to be beaten by trying so hard.
Mitchell Cox had a brilliant run to the board final, coming a handy tenth. Zach Goldsmith ran in an unlucky forth in the
board final, very close over the top 10 competitors. Macka Ellis always a handy paddler, one day he will medal.
TAYLOR’S MISTAKE SURF LIFESAVING CLUB
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Megan Rossiter gave it everything in the Diamond final, a great effort and very proud to watch this girl makes her mark.
Ben Chittock absolutely gutted in his U12 board race final, 5 on the wave to the beach, unable to get those long legs
moving finishing in forth. Tim Blackwell had great swimming events, finalist in the Run/Swim/Run & the Surf race. Lucy
Stroud always gives 100% no matter what the event and she looks like she enjoys every minute of it. Brie Cox, always
ready to compete, sets her goal to finish strong and finish with a smile of accomplishment.
This year without any U11 athletes we were able to have managers in each arena, not like other clubs with their
earpieces and walkie‐talkies. We stay in touch and manage well the old fashioned way. The parents are an important
factor in our team doing well, the kids are relaxed around us, and the vibe is good, lots of energy with heaps of fun and
laughter during the rest times.
This Oceans is the last for Mitchell, Megan, Lochie and Finn, good luck guys moving into seniors, come join us on the
beach next season to keep that training up.
Finishing 16th in New Zealand at Ocean’s 16.
2 Golds, 1 Silver.

SURF AWARDS, FIRST AID AND OTHER QUALIFICATIONS
Surf Lifeguard Award

Caleb Rahurahu, Louie Clark, Jordan Sparrow, Samuel Sparrow, Bella
Wiesehutter, Bryce Rae, Conor Merriman, Ella Graham, Sinead Hartwell,
Steffan John, Daisy Hopkins, Georgia Stroud, Whitney Coers

First Aid Level 1

Steffan John, Ben Graham, Danny Schefer, Kate Jamieson, Marit de Beer,
Taylor‐Paiariki Cook, Craig Jamieson

First Aid Level 2

Craig Jamieson

First Aid Level 3

Craig Jamieson

Instructors Training Course

Mike Smith

IRB Drivers Award

Ben Graham, Sarah Cook, Steffan John

IRB Crew Person

Alice Harcourt, Jack Ballard, Jemma Ballard, Macky Fisher, Taylor‐Paiariki
Cook, Thomas Harcourt, Ben Graham, Danny Schefer, Kate Jamieson,
Marit de Beer, Sarah Cook, Steffan John, Whitney Coers

Board Rescue Module

Ben Graham, Katie Rossiter, Marit de Beer, Mitchell McClurg, Taylor‐
Paiariki Cook

Marine VHF Radio Operators

Ben Graham, Steffan John

Senior Lifeguard Award
Patrol Captain Award / Instructor

Craig Jamieson, Ian Rae, Patrice de Beer

Surf Officials Award

Craig Jamieson, Ian Rae

2015/16 SLSNZ SOUTHERN AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE
Taylors Mistake was well represented in nominations for awards this year. The excellence of our members in their
efforts was of a very high quality and is commended.
Congratulations to the following for their awards at the SLSNZ Southern Awards of Excellence.
Lifeguard of the Year:

Craig Jamieson

Rescue of the Year:

Feb 27th Mass Rescue

TAYLOR’S MISTAKE SURF LIFESAVING CLUB
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CLUB AWARDS – 2015 / 2016 SEASON
Taylor’s Mistake would like to congratulate the following on their awards.

Award

Trophy Donation

Recipient

Top Competitor at Nationals

Harry Goldsmith Trophy

Ben Phillps

Top Overall Competitor

Graeme Romei Trophy

Ben Phillps

Top Patroller

Collin Stanley Bell

Kate Jamieson

Top Coach

B Carter & M Campbell Trophy

Craig Jamieson
Mass Rescue Team 27th Feb

Top Patrol Team
Surf Life Saver of the Year

Graeme Pratley trophy

Tisha Bradley‐Jamieson

Top Senior Male athlete

Te Onepoto Ski Trophy

Liam O’Loughlin

Senior Men’s surf race

Archibold Cup

Ben Phillips

Senior Women’s surf race

Russell Cup

Senior

IRB
Top team (Open)

H and M Freeman

Top team (U21)

James Craib and Rob Lambie
Ben Graham, Taylor Cook and Thomas Harcourt

U19
Top U19 athlete

Davis Cup

Most improved male U19

Max Marshall
Flynn Marshall

U16
Top U16 male athlete

Ken Jones

Louis Clark

Top U16 female athlete

Jock McNaught

Georgia Stroud

U16 Surf race male
Most improved U16 athlete

Louis Clark
Greg McClurg

U16 Surf race female

Caleb Rahurahu
Sinead Hartwell

U14
Top rookie

Megan Rossiter

Top U14 male

William Jamieson

Top U14 female

McDermott Cup

Brooke Goldsmith

Most improved U14 male

McClurg Trophy

Mitchell Cox and Finn de Boo

Most improved U14 female

Lucy Stroud

U14 Board riding cup

William Jamieson

Top Competitor at Ocean
Athletes

Zach Goldsmith

Top Team

Ben and Tim Blackwell
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FINANCIAL REPORT
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